
Security Assessment for
Microsoft 365

Why Bitscape

Optimized Infrastructure

Security Enhancements

Managed Support and Maintenance.

Centralized cloud environment

Boost Productivity

We help businesses do more with their technology investments by improving
user experience and productivity. Security, compliance and automating processes
are the core offerings of Bitscape with industry specific solutions. Different
business goals and infrastructure specifics require different methods of
migration. To meet the needs of our customers, we have formed our migration
strategy to help them achieve a complete cloud adoption.

Overview

With the high demand in the cloud, there is a remarkable ascent in security
episodes including cloud stages and administrations. Microsoft 365 is
exceptionally focused because of its fame and the significant facilitated
information. Trading off Microsoft 365 occupants permits assailants to distantly
get to touchy information in the cloud without infiltrating the corporate border.
Danger entertainers can get to Microsoft 365 occupants by misusing or settling.

Key Focused Areas

As part of the Security Assessment, Bitscape will address elements such as:

Bitscape M365 Security Assessment was created dependent on broad
experience reacting to episodes where dangerous entertainers have
undermined and accessed an association's Microsoft 365 occupant. By
proactively surveying and moderating regular misconfiguration, measure
shortcomings, and abuse strategies, associations can diminish generally
speaking hazards and guarantee upgraded assurance and permeability for
occasions happening inside a Microsoft 365 occupant.

Feeble or deprecated resource validation
Records with restricted admittance levels.
Records with weak passwords or those that don't need multifaceted validation.
Security controls that have not been ideally arranged.

Existing Security design Assessment.
Governance and Compliance check.
Data Leak safeguard.

Advanced Threat Protection
Disaster recovery
Gap and Risk Analysis of potential
Threats.
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Deliverables

Bitscape will provide documented report of assessed resources and solution which will include:

Architecture workflow and design document

Video or document walk through of M365 portal

Data loss prevention policies guide

Further recommendations.

Key Assessment Phase

Incorporates an off site 
survey of existing systems, 
email flow design and 
engineering 
documentation, solidifying 
documentation, logging 
guidelines and information 
protection policies.

This will incorporate 
documentation and 
current arrangement 
similarity check to proceed 
onward to Microsoft 365 
with a virtual workshop to 
smooth out the 
prerequisite gathering 
association's assumptions

A careful setup audit of 
the Microsoft 365 
environment to guarantee 
that security designs are 
advanced as per 
solidifying, security, and 
defensive direction.

Documented report of 
Email plan and 
engineering and 
suggestions to solidify the 
Microsoft 365 occupant, 
upgrade efficiency and 
danger identification and 
improve cycles to diminish 
the danger of bargain for 
the cloud inhabitant and 
related framework.
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Bitscape has served clients in four continents for application development and Microsoft technology
based solutions using SharePoint, Office365, Dynamics CRM, Azure, PowerBI and Business Intelligence.

About Bitscape
Being one of Microsoft’s top global 
partners, we wholeheartedly serve our 
customers from our offices in the USA, 
Canada, and India. Visit any of our 
state-of-the-art office premises and 
interact with us about your business 
needs.




